1st George Hammond Build

Ground Blessing

Pikes Peak Habitat for Humanity

for the future home of Danyale’s family

You are invited!

February 27, 2019 | 11:30 am - 12:30 pm
230 Red Finch Lane | Fountain, CO 80817

pikespeakhabitat.org
The Pikes Peak Habitat for Humanity Board of Directors in April 2018 created the George Hammond Award to honor the legacy, extraordinary service and outstanding contributions of longtime volunteer George Hammond. For over 25 years George Hammond has been the committed builder of homes, communities, and hope in El Paso County.

A George Hammond Home will be built to honor each recipient, and its construction will be undertaken entirely by ‘Regular Volunteers’ (with the exception of required trades). Typically the build will occur in the next financial year after the award has been presented.